CHINESE LANTERN FESTIVAL
Syracuse, New York
Tuesday, June 19, 2018

“A feast of lights and colors!”

5:45pm  Depart Utica – Delta Hotel (formerly Radisson) – 200 Genesee St.
6:15pm  Depart Rome – Freedom Plaza – 205 Erie Boulevard
7:15pm  Arrive at NYS Fairgrounds, Syracuse

*We have planned our arrival time to ensure we are there at sunset, the optimal time to view the lanterns.

The New York State Chinese Lantern Festival returns for a second year, after a successful inaugural event in 2017. See live performances, food trucks on site, and watch artisans perfecting their crafts. Demonstrations include inner bottle painting and a special calligraphy painting gallery.

Enjoy a 30-minute entertainment show focusing on Chinese culture. See Chinese dancers, acrobats, face changers, musicians and singers. The show is held inside one of the buildings and seating is available.

As the sun sets, stroll along a path surrounded by all new lighted lantern sculptures – dazzling works of art that light up the night sky. Tianyu Arts & Culture, Inc. produce and organize the lantern shows.

Over a thousand sculptural components will be created on-site by more than 30 artists from China. Welded metal frames covered in fabric will emerge as flowers, peacocks, cranes, butterflies, archways. The sculptures are LED-lit-from-within lanterns. Walk through breathtaking displays!

9:15pm  Depart for home
10:15pm  Approximate return to Rome
10:45pm  Approximate return to Utica

*Itinerary times and attractions subject to change for the comfort and well-being of passengers. Tours By Design is not responsible for delays. There are no refunds in the event of rain.

COST PER PERSON:  $48.00

TOUR INCLUDES:  Motorcoach transportation, tour escort, festival admission.
NOT INCLUDED:  Optional gratuity for driver and escort.

RESERVATION & PAYMENT:  Full payment by check or money order secures reservation. Non-refundable after June 5. All cancellations subject to $5.00 fee. Checks payable to Tours By Design, no credit cards. $25.00 fee for returned checks.

Tours By Design reserves the right to cancel a tour due to low registration.

CONTACT: Carol Buczek at Tours By Design: 315-831-3052 or 1-877-454-0927

Thank you for letting Tours By Design, Inc. make your day!